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WHY WILL THE MEDIA NOT LET THE HITLER FAMILY COME TO REST?
________________________

16. 11. 11. - 17:00

Nazi symboled vase laid on Hitlers parents grave

An unidentified visitor to a cemetery in Leonding, Austria, has placed a vase on the grave of Hitler’s parents,
engraved with the word "unforgettable" and the letters "SS". According to the state office for protection, the visitor
posed as a Viennese artists and "Hitler’s grandson".
An increasing number of German skinheads have held vigils around this grave. On Hitler’s 120th birthday, a large
wreath was placed on the grave and on all saints day it was also lavishly decorated.
Only the owner
ner of the grave, who is a distant relative of Hitler, can remove such homage however. "Sadly the
catholic parish does not know who the woman is otherwise we would have been in contact", said Mayor Walter
Brunner (SP).
Investigations will be continued by Brunner with the help of the head of state protection, Michael Tischlinger.
According to the Mayor, Parish Priest, Kurt Pittertschatsche wishes to encourage a legal review in the diocese. "We
want to find out who the grave belongs to and how often such incidents
incidents have occurred" said Pittertschatsche.
For 74 year-old
old Hedwig Haberfellner who visited the grave of her husband in the cemetery yesterday, the most
important thing is "that the graves look tidy". The parent’s grave in Leonding is visited by large numbers of
tourists every year.

______________________________
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From: AvL alexandervl@gmx.net Sent: Tuesday, 8 November 2011 5:37 PM
Subject: Freiheit für Erich Priebke: Solidaritäts-Rock-Konzert in Sachsen am 12. November 2011
Rock-Konzert für Erich Priebke. Unter dem Motto: "Freiheit für Erich Priebke" wird am 12. November 2011 ein
Solidaritätskonzert in Ostsachsen stattfinden! Einlaß: 12.00 Uhr. Beginn: 15.00 Uhr
Viele nationale Verkaufsstände. Für Speis und Trank ist gesorgt. Schlafplätze können ab Mitte September gebucht
warden. Ein Unkostenbeitrag von 20 Euro wird erhoben. Die Karten sind ab sofort erhältlich. Infos unter: 0163-8 64
12 54. Für die Musikalische Umrahmung sorgen: Bunker 16 (15.00 Uhr - 17.00 Uhr), Words of Anger (18.00 Uhr 20.00 Uhr), Die Lunikoff Verschwörung (21.00 Uhr - ...)
http://www.erichpriebke.de/

_____________________________
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… and the following is an item from 2001 wherein
where
Prime Ugly Jeremy Jones alludes to his delusional obsession –
counting the anti-Semitic
Semitic indicents that prove Jews are again victimised without Jones ever asking a self-reflective
question: How much of this anti-Jew
Jew stuff emerges from inappropriate and unethical/immoral behaviour stemming
directly from the wellspring of Talmudic principles! Jew criticism, like German criticism, is never off
off-limits because
it is instructive to focus on Prime Ugly Jones finding individuals who bend to Jewish pressure – and that’s far
removed from activating any justice principles. Instead, it illustrates the moral and intellectual bankruptcy of those
who bent to Prime Ugly Jones’ pressure,, a la, Kath McEvoy at HREOC and Catherine Branson at FCA.
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Milk teeth: Can we change in time to
prevent technology from neutering the future?
By John Kaminski
The great white magician Rudolf Steiner taught that children
are simply not equipped to learn before the loss of their milk
teeth (also called baby teeth) at what used to be around age
7, but which now is around age 5. Steiner, founder of the
sciences of anthroposophy and biodynamic farming, wrote in
1906:
At about the seventh year the human being is actually
born a second time; that is to say, his etheric body is
born to free activity just as his physical body is at the
moment of physical birth.
Steiner compared the liberation of etheric body signified by
the loss of the milk teeth to the lighting of a match.
http://anthromama.wordpress.com/2008/06/20/teeth-andrebirth/
Proponents of the Waldorf education system he founded divide
a child's development to age 21 into three 7-year sections:
imitation, imagination, and judgment, having determined that
before age 7, certain things simply cannot be learned by
children.
http://www.whywaldorfworks.org/02_W_Education/child_deve
lopment.asp
It all makes me think about this human species as a whole
that has, all the time of its existence, refused to grow up.
In keeping with the time honored wisdom of pagan
philosopher Hermes Trismegistus — 'As above, so below' —
and using a kind of fractal psychoanalysis, I think this
principle of everything occurring in its proper time, when
beings are ready to cope with whatever the next great
expansion of consciousness turns out to be, is happening now
to the entire human race.
Like a baby chick battling its way out a shell, humans are
demolishing old canards, seeing myths for what they really
are, and consigning to the scrapheap of history all forms of
propaganda masquerading as truth.
Needless to say this battle is not actually being won. For most
people, the desire not to deviate too far from the herd
prevents them from telling the truth they really feel inside.
After all, what would the neighbors think?
Which segues nicely to a recent and vivid dream I had I shall
never forget. I call it 'Jesus at the turnstiles'. It went like this.
Jesus was standing at the turnstiles, arms outstretched,
beseeching a churlish throng hurrying to pass through to the
other side. The place looked an awful lot like the Hoboken path
train station at rush hour.
Even the throbbing red heart was visible through his shirt, and
his halo beamed heavenly rays in all directions. "Wait!" he
cried. "Take note of your eternal soul!"
But nobody paid attention, and all that could be heard was the
rush of the crowd and the clattering of turnstiles. Finally, one
person, who happened to be a nice Jewish man from the
Bronx, stopped and clued him in.
"What do we need with a soul if we have the technology to live
forever?" he explained to Jesus. "We're all going to see Ray
Kurzweil and get new bodies, transmute our intelligence into
them, and live forever." Then, swept away by the madding
crowd, he yelled back. "I really need a new elbow. All those
ledger entries . . ."
Ray Kurzweil, you may remember, is the artificial intelligence
guru who predicts all naturally occurring human attributes will
be replaced by mechanisms created by AI by 2045.
<http://www.kurzweilai.net/> Scarier than that is his notion
of "utility fog", when everything that is touched by intelligent

nanoparticles will suddenly animate themselves. This is
Kurzweil's version of God, and he's creating it, planning to
spread it throughout the universe.
Or I should say, he has already created it and it is only a
matter of time — and not much of it — when his vision is likely
to come true. This is truly a genie that once out of the bottle
cannot be put back. And apparently, it's out. It makes all
these arguments about politics and religion seem trivial.
Kurzweil is the author of a bevy of fascinating books, among
them, "Fantastic Voyage: Long Enough to Live Forever."
It is the ultimate human dream. If offered to anyone, Jesus
never has a chance. But if this really becomes (or really
already is) reality, will humanity ignore its previously
important need for a soul? (No, I will not digress into this is
the same way Jesus got his power in the first place.)
Certain other questions can be asked at this crossroads, such
as, would our apparent need to have a conscience no longer
be relevant? Why DO we try to do good? So we will be
rewarded after we die? Then, what if we don't die?
And then comes the bitterest pill to swallow. The safety net we
thought we had has suddenly vaporized.
The myths by which we attempt to answer these questions are
not only known to be false copies of earlier religions, they
have been demolished as fantastic fabrications by all manner
of scientific disciplines, notably by archeology and the
discovery on this planet of earlier civilizations about which we
have next to no knowledge.
One only need turn to Dr. Ashraf Ezzat's "Egyptian Torah" to
realize that the main principles of both Christianity and
Judaism were stolen lock, stock and barrel from the ancient
religion of the Pharaohs, rendering the so-called "divinity" of
all these saviors and saints just so much propagandistic
palaver in the battle for the human mind.
http://ashraf62.wordpress.com/the-egyptian-torah-2/
Ezzat writes:
In a book of instructions, Amenemhat, an Egyptian king,
advised his son, Sesostris, to attain the highest
qualities, because upon his death he will see his whole
lifetime in a single instant and his performance on earth
will be reviewed and evaluated, by the judges. In recent
years, numerous books addressed the near-death
experiences of many people. In this phenomenon, it is
reported that seeing the person’s whole life span in an
instant, is a recurrent theme for all persons with neardeath experiences. Death is not the end, but rather it is
a transitional state. Such an experience matches exactly
the Egyptians’ belief of the afterlife process, which
starts with the Day of Judgment where the life of the
person is evaluated.
(Click the box below if picture does not appear.)
Judgment day
This detail scene, from the Papyrus of Hunefer (ca. 1375
B.C.), shows Hunefer's heart being weighed on the scale
of Maat against the feather of truth, by the jackalheaded Anubis. The Ibis-headed Thoth, scribe of the
gods, records the result. If his heart is lighter than the
feather, Hunefer is allowed to pass into the afterlife. If
not, he is eaten by the waiting chimeric devouring
creature Ammut composed of the deadly crocodile, lion,
and hippopotamus.
Ancient Egyptians were the first to believe in a day of
judgment. According to the recorded rituals, the spirit
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of the deceased denied committing each sin/fault
before its assigned judge, by reciting the forty-two
negative confessions (analogous to the famed Ten
Commandments).
A lot of historians and Egyptologists believe that the
Ten Commandments were transcribed by the Israelites
from These Egyptian negative confessions which come
from The Book of the Coming Forth by Day (commonly
and mistakenly known as The Book of the Dead.)
In the judgment of the dead the heart, as a metaphor
for conscience, is weighed against the feather of truth,
to determine the fate of the deceased.
So what does this mean to all those billions of people who
accepted the Christian gods and lived their lives according to
those precepts. To the dead, it means nothing. To the living, it
means they have been deceived, not by the practice of
absolution and forgiveness, but by the false names and
stories. Who would trust their eternal soul to a known liar?
Only someone who has been brainwashed.
And this is what is falling away. Papal infallibility and the
Jewish twisting of history, which began when the Hebrews,
then known as Hyksos, brought plagues and misery to an
innocent people known as Egyptians — just as they are doing
today, using their zombie proxies in the U.S. military to exploit
and kill less-advantaged peoples. We've had three thousand
years of this shit. That's enough.
But what remains beyond all of this, beyond all the insane
excuses for government secrecy that looks for all the world
exactly like the secrets the holy men keep about the god
nobody has ever — ever — really seen in the flesh, except in
self-inflicted delusions?
Is the future a choice between Jesus Christ and Ray Kurzweil?
Or are both wrong about the desire to live forever?

It has long been my contention, which I have expressed
repeatedly over the years, that no living thing in the universe
lives forever. Stars may live for billions of years beyond our
comprehension, but not forever. Therefore, aspiring to eternal
life is chasing something that does not exist, which I believe
guarantees unavoidable corruption for trying to enforce both a
lie and an impossibility. I believe this to be the cause of the
possibly imminent destruction of the human species. I just
didn't think it would come in the form of mainstream science.
The only thing I know about forever is that without it, the
possibility of love does not exist. Death is forever; life is only
for a little while.
You get to pick. Eternal life without love, or this mess we're in
now.
And if you're one of those cold-hearted rationalists who think
they can live without love, you might consider that those who
decided to live without love created this mess we're in now.
Like the dropping of the milk teeth, the time is right for
humanity to discard all these delusional psychoses and start
building a healthier world. The grains of divinity within us
which perceive that all life is tasked with helping whomever
and whatever they can are infinitely preferable to Jewish
nanomonsters invading the universe with their idea of
exploitable enlightenment. Even so, that is the future we face,
and it's too late to stop it.
John Kaminski is a writer who lives on the Gulf Coast of
Florida, constantly trying to figure out why we are
destroying ourselves, and pinpointing a corrupt belief
system as the engine of our demise.
Solely dependent on contributions from readers, please
support his work by mail: 250 N. McCall Rd. #2,
Englewood FL 34223 USA. pseudoskylax@gmail.com
http://johnkaminski.info/

_______________________________
From: Marc Lemire marc@lemire.com
Sent: Wednesday, 2 November 2011 4:56 PM
Great News: Toronto area Conservative MP Corneliu
Chisu supports Free Speech and Bill C-304 – An Act to
remove the censorship powers from the fanatical CHRC.
http://blog.freedomsite.org/2011/11/great-newstoronto-area-conservative-mp.html
Earlier today I received a fantastic letter from Toronto area
Conservative MP Corneliu Chisu (Pickering-Scarborough) who
support Bill C-304, an Act to Protect Freedom of Speech, and
strip the censorship powers away from the fanatics of the
Canadian Human Rights Commission.
It is very impressive to see a Toronto-area Conservative MP
stand-up for Freedom of Speech and seconding Bill C-304.
Unfortunately, Bill C-304 is a private members bill, and not
(yet) a government bill, so it has a limited chance to even
pass. According to the Parliament of Canada Website, since
1910 only 235 private members bills have ever passed. (789
private members’ bills were introduced during the last
Parliament, and only four received Royal Assent, of which one
established the National Holocaust Memorial). But the wind is
in the sails for freedom, and numerous Conservative AND
Liberal MPs have spoken publically about freedom of speech
and removing the ravenous censorship provision Section 13.
(In fact it was Liberal MP Dr. Keith Martin who first proposed a
motion in the House of Commons to remove Section 13)
Here is the letter I received today:
Mr. Lemire,
Thank you for your letter that you sent to our Ottawa
office regarding your request for Mr. Chisu to support C-

304. I am pleased to inform you that not only will Mr.
Chisu be supporting the bill, but in fact he is a seconder
for C-304 as well.
Regards,
Matthew van Vorstenbos
Legislative Assistant
Corneliu Chisu, MP Pickering-Scarborough East
What is wrong with Section 13 of the CHRA?
Sections 13 and 54 of the Canadian Human Rights Act are a
direct attack on the freedom of expression guaranteed to us
under the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. The provisions of
these sections allow the Canadian Human Rights Commission
to prosecute anyone alleged to have said or written something
“likely to expose a person or persons to hatred or contempt”
whether there is a living, breathing victim or not.
Vague concepts such as speech or writing “likely to cause
hatred or contempt” are the basis of expensive state-funded
prosecution of individuals. The statute provides no objective
legal test for “hate” or any objective means of determining
what constitutes “contempt”. As a result, the CHRC is used by
various groups and individuals, as a risk-free taxpayer funded
method to silence their critics and those they disagree with.
CHRC investigators have testified that that “freedom of speech
is an American concept” and therefore not valid in Canada.
Such statements are contrary to the Charter of Rights and
Freedoms, but are standard operating procedure for the
extremists at the CHRC.
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Commissioners of the Canadians Human Rights Tribunal, who
are not judges and are often not even lawyers, have held that
“truth” is not a defence against prosecution under Section 13.
In fact, if you argue the truth of your statements, it is then
used as proof of your guilt, and a rational to increase the
amount of fines! Intent or fair comment are also not
defenses. In fact, there is not a single listed defence under
Section 13! Because of the lack of any defenses, the Tribunal
has a 100% conviction rate since 1978. The Canadian Human
Rights Tribunal routinely ignores the principles of fundamental
justice, such as the rules of evidence, and these kangaroo
courts, even allow hearsay evidence.
On September 2, 2009 the Canadian Human Rights Tribunal
found in the Lemire case that Section 13 was unconstitutional
and in violation of the Charter. In the decision the Tribunal
slammed the CHRC for being aggressive and confrontational.
In 2008, the CHRC’s own hand-picked expert – Richard Moon
of the University of Windsor – wrote a substantial report on
Section 13 with his main recommendation being to repeal it.
Every journalist, writer, Internet webmaster, publisher and
private citizen in Canada can be the subject of a Human Rights
complaint for expressing an opinion or telling the truth. Given
the ambiguity of Section 13, it is virtually impossible for any
individual to determine if they might be in violation of Section
13. Arbitrary censorship and punishment are wrong, and
cannot be justified in a free society.
1: The Canadian Human Rights Commission and Tribunal are
not fair, and make arbitrary decisions based on who an
accused is – rather than on a fair and impartial application of
the statute they enforce. High profile victims, such as
Macleans Magazine, Mark Steyn and Ezra Levant are given a
free pass, while others, less prominent and lacking the
resources to hire legal council are relentlessly prosecuted.
Friends of the CHRC are given a free pass to promote hate
with impunity, while others are dragged through 8 years of
prosecutions. This creates a major chill on freedom of
expression since there is no discernable “line” between speech
that is prohibited and speech that is “acceptable” to the CHRC.

2: The CHRC pays no heed to constitutionally protected rights
such as Freedom of Expression. In place they use imaginary
“rights” such as the “right to be free from contempt”. There is
no such right in our Charter. Lead investigators at the CHRC
have testified that “freedom of speech is an American concept”
which does not apply to Canadians. The CHRC only believes in
“group” rights, and not the rights of individuals to “speak truth
to power”, hence the 100% conviction rate.
3: The CHRC is out of control has recently been under a series
of investigations. CHRC investigators have been criminally
investigated by the RCMP for the criminal theft of
telecommunications services; The Privacy Commissioner of
Canada has ruled against the CHRC on multiple occasions. In
the meantime, the CHRC continues to apply the law in an
arbitrary and capricious manner.
4: In contravention of their mandate or the law, the CHRC has
engaged in clandestine spying operations on Canadians,
including using neo-Nazi aliases to engage Canadians in
conversations. The CHRC has even gone as far as posting
questionable material on neo-Nazi internet websites. The
CHRC shockingly attempted to claim it would injure “National
Security” when information on their neo-Nazi accounts was
subpoenaed by the Tribunal.
5: The entire process is paid for by taxpayers on behalf of the
complainants. The defendants must pay their costs personally.
There is no legal aid and there is no way to claim costs, even if
the defendants are found innocent.
It’s time to abolish the Canadian Human Rights Commission
and pack off this shameful censorship outfit to the
“embarrassing lapses” dustbin of history. I have made some
shocking allegations against the CHRC in this letter, and am
more than willing to provide detailed documentation on each
and every point I made in this letter. If you would like further
information, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Marc Lemire – Freedom Activist
www.freedomsite.org www.stopsection13.com
See full post at:

http://blog.freedomsite.org/2011/11/greatnews-toronto-area-conservative-mp.html or at

http://canadianhumanrightscommission.blogsp
ot.com/2011/11/great-news-toronto-areaconservative-mp.html

________________________________
9/11 Vans.........."Splain This"........
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7pdRhndfEGY

A forgotten story?
In the evening of 9/11, Dan Rather delivered a brief but alarming report:
Two suspects are in FBI custody after a truckload of explosives were discovered around the George Washington
Bridge. That bridge links New York to New Jersey over the Hudson River. Whether the discovery of those explosives
had anything to do with other events today is unclear, but the FBI, has two suspects in hand, said the truckload of
explosives, enough explosives were in the truck to do great damage to the George Washington Bridge...
CBS, 9/11 – see Videos LINK: http://911myths.com/index.php/A_truckload_of_explosives

***
From: Frank Scott fpscott@gmail.com
Date: Tue, Nov 15, 2011 at 5:31 PM
Â oh, so now the truck had explosives?
when did this late breaking bulletin come to the consciousness (?) of our revealing dreamer?
and it had the twin towers painted on the side?Â hadn't heard that before...who is covering up???
wowee wow wow, aint those mossad guys brilliant? first, instruct special secret spy undercover sneaky agents to
publicly celebrate after blowing up the twin towers ( with remote controlled devices they used to hypnotize pilots to
crash), thereby revealing their role in the crime...then have them paint the twin towers on the side of the truck and
see to it that the truck is filled with explosives...wowee they be some smart super spies, huh? This has to be a
comedy bit, but it wasn't played that way...if this was serious, can i have a hit on whatever you're smoking? that is
some brain busting weed !
fs

***
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9/11 Whodunnitt? You Decide http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7pdRhndfEGY
Why is this guy saying, "oh, so now the truck had explosives?" ......considering CBS NEWS Dan Rather stating
exactly that, and CNN stating exactly that...and ABC stating exactly that. ALL ON THE MORNING OF 9/11!!!!!! why
would this guy be asking if the trucks were full of explosives if he watched the video?
Tell this dumbass to watch the effin' video...his argument is with CBS, NBC, ABC, CNN, etc.

***
From: Amelia aaremia@nc.rr.com
Sent: Wednesday, 16 November 2011 1:17 AM
Subject: Fw: 9/11 Vans.........."Splain This"........
For what it’s worth....
Most of the world (that cares) is convinced that Mossad
was behind the 9/11 attack since it happened...The
day after it was known the Jewish companies in the
building were told not to report that morning.... What
happened to the white van that was seen parked across
the river, and the men dancing for joy when the smoke
bellowed across the river....how did so many—report
was 100--- Israeli “artists” get into the country at that
time, and then be able to leave the next day. These
are simple, creditable questions that I believe were
never answered.... And then, I have asked, what
happened to the planes that had passengers...whose
bodies were not found...AND- within a few days the
Feds had the area bone-clean....
These were questions I had asked in letters to the
editors...which were ignored; and I’m sure thousands
of others had asked the same ones.
They have shown the US and the world what they are
capable of doing by 9/11 ....and now they are cleaning
out the Middle East and the world ignores them, while

placing the blame on Muslims who don’t have a pot “to
pitch in.”
All said and done, since 1981 key riot-producing squads
of KGB have been training “revolutionaries” with the
most sophisticated weapons and methods for sabotage
and murder in the US and Israel, from where the
Soviets said Russia and Israel are secret allies..... The
FBI and CIA have been powerless. The Rockefellers are
of Dutch Jewish ancestry and hold to their overall goal
of world tyranny of Jews over the goyim...the last step
is to agree on a universal monetary system which is yet
to be settled when the Billionaires dump their other
monies by buying up the world’s earth and everything
from art to industries and real estate... at this point this
takes precedence over all else...getting rid of their fiat
billions...
The would-be enslavers have nearly totally wrecked the
foundations of our civilizations—what better way to

he work ethic that made Western nations the
productive wonder of the world.
destroy t

________________________________
The “Six Million” Myth - http://www.holocaustdenier.com/holocaust-six-million-jews-myth/
In 2009, I posted my findings from searching the New York Times archives regarding Zionist attempts
to float an impending “Holocaust of Six Million Jews” in Russia decades before ...
From: Amelia
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2011 11:24 AM
To: ReportersNotebook-owner@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Re: The “Six Million” Myth
During the time of the supposedly “execution” of 6 Million”
the population of Jews in Europe was about 9 Million. The
myth that 6 Million had died, was proved wrong after WWII,
because the Jewish population did not reflect such a great
loss, according to the American Red Cross.
A booklet entitled “Spiritual Communism,” was circulated with
neither the publisher’s nor the author’s name appearing on or
about August 1974....In it contained the following statement:
“Destruction of America and the bringing in of a world
government is being done through religion—but it is not the
Christian Religion. America, as most of Europe, is to be
brought to a state of collapse, and rescued by a Communism
which claims itself to be Christianity. This “saving”
Communism, or Spiritual Communism is a world government
–the name of this Communism is called: “ The Kingdom of God
on Earth.” This world kingdom evangelism is a hidden
propaganda to prepare humanity through Christianity for that
world government.
The great surge of “evangelism” in America and the world has
a purpose which is not Christ’s kingdom of grace, but a

working spiritual deception by teaching that Jesus Christ shall
return to establish on the earth a world political government.
Jesus did make His appearance when he stated that His
Father’s kingdom was not of the earth, but that in
heaven...Jesus Christ finished work on earth was the bringing
in of salvation to the world. The finished work of world
revolution would replace Gospel salvation with a Satanic world
state which is arising in the name of Christ and under the
cloak of Christianity.
This “earthly kingdom religion” is having great success....It is
a JUDAIC system of national salvation from sin, which requires
not Jesus Christ and the kingdom of salvation from sin, but a
materialistic, worldly kingdom built upon legal obedience to be
followed by rewarding humanity with a “paradise world......”
They boast: “We will call our tyrannical monopoly the kingdom
of God on earth. They don’t know that the millennium is
Communism. (Garner Ted Armstrong said: “The kingdom is
coming ho! ho!)
Another serious charge against the Jew-baiters is that most of
them presume to oppose the “Jew” while teaching the Jew’s
religion...kingdom of God on earth...as Christianity. This
reverse twist almost always fools the unthinking. The
Millennial Kingdom is not Christianity, but Pharisees....
Millennialism is almost universally believed to be Christianity
today.
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This heresy was planned—and got its big impetus by the
Masonic Plymouth Brethren movement exported to the
United States from England.
The third definition absolutely voids the rattling of the Jewbaiters and it categorically makes liars of pseudo Christians
who toot the “Jew” as God’s chosen people and the future of
prophecy. If there was ever a time in human history when
falsehood was about ready to put truth permanently out, is the
last three decades from the stages of the Six Million Myth
through the avalanche of death camp propaganda in the late
40s to the present era of total acceptance. How can a lie be
stopped when nearly the whole world believes in it? When
nearly all of the world’s newspapers, magazines, educators,
textbooks, scholars and historians pay total belief to a false
“truth” that must be upheld by lawsuits, and jail terms.

Hitler was a true National Socialist, and a Christian, who was
defamed and maligned because he wanted Germany a state
for Germans, including the German Jews who gave their
allegiance to Germany as their homeland, and were not the
troublesome Jews. Hitler also became a model to the world
by building up Germany’s economy after the Great Depression
of 1929 by having the county produce what it needed and then
exported the excesses...and he also kept Germany’s monetary
system out of the clutches of the world’s internationalist
bankers taking over the European nations
Martin Luther King, Stalin, Mao, Khrushchev, Karl Marx, Chou
En-Lai, all claimed the Utopian Monopoly: From each
according to his needs, to each according to his ability...

__________________________
Dutch MPs vote to ban religious slaughter
Bill would outlaw halal and kosher meat, as religious leaders say their communities are frightened for their future.
Excerpt: Henk Blekers, the Dutch deputy secretary of economic affairs and agriculture, said that the cabinet would
"look at how it fits with freedom of religion", citing the European Convention on Human Rights. Both halal and
kosher slaughter rules prescribe that animals' throats must be cut swiftly with a razor-sharp knife while they are
still conscious, so that they bleed to death quickly.
Last Modified: 29 Jun 2011 07:36 http://english.aljazeera.net/news/europe/2011/06/201162945027320392.html

_______________________________
From: Paul Fromm paul@paulfromm.com Date: Mon, Nov 14, 2011 at 12:11 AM
Subject: U.S. Major Apologizes for Murder & Mistreatment of A Million German Soldiers AFTER the End of WW II
http://www.eutimes.net/2011/10/retired-us-officer-issues-appology-to-germany-for-ww2/

U.S. Major Apologizes for Murder & Mistreatment of A Million
German Soldiers AFTER the End of WW II
Press Release and Reports from the Washington Event

Assembled by Ernst Friedel, November 05, 2011

PRESS RELEASE by THE GERMANY-UNITED STATESCANADA RECONCILIATION COMMITTEE

On the occasion of the presentation of a formal letter of
apology from a former US Army officer to the German
people for the mistreatment of German prisoners after
World War II AND on the occasion of the publication of
a new edition of Other Losses by James Bacque
about those prisoners of war, a public meeting was held
at 2:00 pm Monday October 31, 2011 in the
Congressional and Monument Rooms of The Courtyard
US Capitol Marriott Hotel, 1325 2d St. NE, Washington
DC 20002, USA.
Merrit P Drucker (US army major, retired) has
apologized to the German army for the deaths of
German prisoners in US army camps after World War
II. Following extensive private investigations in the US
and Germany, Drucker has sent an e-mail to Lt. Col.
Max Klaar (Bundeswehr retired) head of the Verband
deutscher Soldaten (German Veterans' Association)
regretting the lethal conditions in the US camps where
according to Col. Ernest F. Fisher of the US army
(retired) some 750,000 Germans died because they
were denied available food and shelter. By order of the
American commander, General Dwight Eisenhower,
German civilians were forbidden on pain of being shot
to take food to the prisoners. Drucker has also formed
a committee of six people, in Germany, the UK, Canada

and the US to pursue further investigations and make
amends. Drucker has posted on the German veterans'
website a questionnaire asking for details of prisoners'
internment which has already elicited many grateful
responses. Many Germans have written to Merrit
Drucker to thank him for taking a heavy weight of grief
and guilt off their minds. Max Klaar was flying over for
the occasion to accept the formal letter of apology from
Drucker on October 31st. In addition, Max Klaar
presented a proposal for a peace treaty between the
USA and Germany. It has 14 points.
Other Losses, an Investigation into the mass deaths
of German Prisoners of War in the hands of the French
and the Americans after World War II by James
Bacque, first published in 1989, became a worldwide best-seller, published in 13 countries, but has
been suppressed in the US for 20 years. This edition,
which contains much new information from the KGB
archives in Moscow, was commissioned by Karl Siegler,
the son of a former prisoner in a US army camp. Col.
Dr. Ernest F. Fisher, formerly a senior historian of the U
S Army Center for Military History, who supplied the
eloquent foreword to Other Losses, was also present.
In that foreword he wrote, "Starting in April, 1945 the
United States army and the French army casually
annihilated about 1 million men, most of them in
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American camps." The author spoke and two short films
about postwar Germany were shown.
For further information contact Kevin@Talonbooks.com
or James Bacque at 705 549 8148 or Merrit P. Drucker
at 202 722 6716. Please contact Talonbooks for
interviews.
See
also
www.jamesbacque.com
and
www.talonbooks.com and the Verband deutscher
Soldaten
www.verband-deutscher-soldaten.de.

Merrit Drucker
Report by James Bacque
Tony, your speech was excellent and was read out in
full by Major Drucker. It was heard by about 40 people
in the room, which included John Frim of the Canadian
Embassy.
Drucker spoke very well and so did Klaar. I was moved
to tears and so were many others to see them standing
there, two soldiers, speaking as friends, shaking hands,
saluting, then embracing. I felt all the spirits of the
dead of the war move in me. We are having video
made (ie a DVD copy) and will send you a copy very
soon.
Thanks for all your help--without you this probably
could not have happened. And more is to come. We will
do all we can to animate our friends in Germany to talk
about the need for a peace treaty.
Alles gut und danke schön.
Jim
***

Report by Merrit Drucker
Greetings to all,
Please forgive my long delay in responding. I wanted to
respond to your request for an explanation of how our
ceremony went. I believe our event was one of great
dignity, solemnity and historic importance. I introduced
the event and stated our purpose.
We received a very moving support letter from the
Canadian-German Congress (Tony Bergmeier) which I
read as part of the introduction. The author's father has
been a POW. I will scan and send to all. Mr. Bacque
provided a good summary overview of Other Losses.
Retired US Army officer apologizes for WW II
I then presented the Apology Letter to LTC Klaar and
we exchanged salutes. I must say that it was quite a
treatment of German POWs
difficult feeling that I was bearing a great responsibility
Talon Books http://talonbooks.com/news/post-warfor my nation and also rendering what I am sure must
apology-and-reconciliation
be the most significant salute I will ever make.
A retired US Army officer has apologized for the mass deaths
LTC Klaar gave a speech about the harm the cover ups
of German prisoners in US army camps after World War II.
have done and presented his peace plan. It was a very
Following extensive private investigations in the US and
moving speech and a good description of the situation
Germany, [retired Maj.] Merrit P. Drucker has sent an e-mail
between our nations.
to
We two people there whose fathers had been POWs.
Lt. Col. Max Klaar, head of the German veterans' association
One woman came up me and asked where my uniform
(Der Verband deutscher Soldaten) regretting the lethal
was. I told her that this was a private event. She
conditions in the US camps where some [some say up to a
thought that it was sponsored by the US government.
million—ed.] 750,000 Germans died while they were denied a
The man read testimony about his father's
vailable food and shelter.* Drucker has also formed a
imprisonment.
committee to pursue further investigations and make amends
Mr. Bacque showed the film about Crimes and
Mercies. Ann Morrison showed her film about the
by way of apologies to the families of the dead, and veterans'
Potsdam expulsion. We had about 50 people. All were
institutions.
very deeply appreciative. I believe this was a key event
... Because of the sad events, Lt. Colonel Klaar has said that
and I came away feeling a great motivation.
“Germany is a country of wounded souls.” Many Germans
I remain very thankful to all as we would not have been
have already written to Major Drucker to thank him for taking
able to get to this point without our collective efforts. A
a heavy weight of grief and guilt off their minds.
great event that was a credit to all and the opening up
*A description of the American death camps is given in James
of new hope for truth about this time. I will send all a
Bacque’s Other Losses, available from: NS Publications, PO
copy of the video of the event so you can see it.
Box 188, Wyandotte MI 48192, USA. nspub@tds.net.
Best regards,
`______________________
Here is a refutation by Die Welt newspaper of the above thesis uses the argument that a
problem exists disposing a million corpses and thus inadvertently adopting the Revisionist’s claim
about the disposing of the millions of persons allegedly killed at Auschwitz!

Eine Million Soldaten sollen 1945/46 in US-Lagern umgekommen sein, behauptet
ein Brief, der in rechten Kreisen kursiert. Die These ist längst widerlegt.
http://www.welt.de/kultur/history/article13718678/Schurkenstueck-um-tote-deutsche-Kriegsgefangene.html

_________________________________
Woodland Friedhof - Woodland Cementery
119 Arlington Rd. Kitchener, Ontario, Canada November 13, 2011

Gedenkfeier fuer die deutschen Soldaten, die in kanadischer Kriegsgefangenschaft starben.
Remembrance Day Service for the German Soldiers who died in Canadian prison-of-camps.
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Ueber 300 Besucher nahmen an der 40sten Gedenkfeier teil. Mit Choeren, Ansprachen und
Kranzniederlegung wurden die 187 Toten gewuerdigt.
About 300 visitors gathered for the 40th anniversary of the Rememberence Day.The 187 dead soldiers were
honoured with choires, speeches and wreath laying.

Deutschland wurde repraesentiert durch Dr. Georg Witschel, Botschafter, und Sabine Sparwasser, Konsulin.
Germany was represented by Dr. Georg Witschel, Ambassador,and Sabine Sparwasser, German Consul General
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Die Kraenze warten auf die Ehrung.
The wreaths are waiting for the honouring .

Hier werden die individuellen Gruppen und Vereine zur Kranzniederlegung aufgerufen.
Here the indivual groups and clubs are announced for the laying of their wreaths.
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Einer von vielen - der Kranz des Ostdeutschen Kulturverbandes.
One of many - the wreath of the Society of East German Heritage.

Ueber 25 Gruppen legten Kraenze nieder.
Over 25 groups layed their wreaths.
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Der letzte Ueberlebende des Lagers Gravenhurst in Ontario, Fritz Skeries.
The last survivor of Camp Gravenhurst in Ontario, Fritz Skeries

Im Jahre 1971 wurden die sterblichen Ueberreste der deutschen Soldaten aus 36 kanadischen Lagern nach hier
ueberfuehrt.
The remains of the German soldiers from 36 Canadian camps found their last resting place here in the year 1971.

_______________________________
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From: Dagmar Brenne [mailto:danaemet1@bigpond.com]
Sent: Wednesday, 9 November 2011 4:18 AM
Subject: Re: [Thinking Cap Required - Continued]
To finance the State of Israel, which was created as a direct result of the Jewish victory over the Christian nations
in World War II,
This certainly has been the case. Well put and well observed.
China. You can see yesterday's article here: "Is It the Fault of
Zionists?"
Esau has triumphed and Christians in general don't even know
Within this context, both Zionism and anti-Semitism are
it.
probably most useful to the elites who have helped create
In fact most still believe the lie of the persecuted FEW Jews.
their modern forms. Dr. Darkmoon is enunciating this meme
There are untold millions of Jews in every country and
eloquently because of her anger over the Jewish state and
they hold the the highest positions in the land.
what it has done to Palestinian families – and to others as well
Dagmar
via 20th century wars and now the war on terror. But in our
view she is blaming Israel and Jews generally for problems we
http://www.thedailybell.com/3174/The-Jews-Are-at-Fault-andbelieve are caused by central banking families, their associates
Israel-Is-in-Charge
and enablers. Here's some more from the article:
Israel in Charge?
Given that the Jews managed to achieve almost complete
Tuesday, November 01, 2011 – by Staff Report
control of Germany and Russia even before the foundation of
If Americans have lost their country to organized Jewry, they
the Jewish state in 1948, it must surely be obvious that their
lost it slowly and imperceptibly. Indeed, most Americans
executive power has increased exponentially with the
remain unaware that their country no longer belongs to them.
acquisition of a military base in the Middle East, armed to the
They fervently believe they still live in a democracy. This was
teeth with the deadliest nuclear warheads, many of these of 9
a takeover not without precedent, however. It had happened
European capitals and some of them probably at the United
to Germany. It had happened to Russia. It has now happened
States.
to America. Take Germany and Russia. Germany, a mere
It would be foolish to think that a country that killed
shadow of what it might have been, is now a defeated and
Americans in cold blood in the USS Liberty attack of 1967,
demoralized nation, thoroughly browbeaten by Jewry and
would have any scruples about doing so on a much vaster
terrified of their masters in Israel. Without stretching it too far,
scale if ever America became the object of their hatred. It is
one could say that Germany has become Israel's cash cow.
important at his point to consider the hidden facts surrounding
There is nothing particularly controversial about this
the foundation of the state of Israel, if only because this will
observation. It had occurred to Eustace Mullins over twenty
help us to get a better perspective of the Jewish problem.
years ago: To finance the State of Israel, which was created as
The Jews were given Israel on the tacit understanding that
a direct result of the Jewish victory over the Christian nations
most of them would go and live there, leaving the rest of the
in World War II, Jews now imposed enormous "reparations"
world Judenfrei or Jew-free. They reneged on their collective
demands on the conquered German people. To date, they
promise however-made implicitly on their behalf by their then
have extorted more than thirty-five billion dollars from
leaders Theodor Herzl and Chaim Weizmann-and they prefer
German workers, money which has been collected at the
now to regard Israel as a second home and place of refuge if
points of bayonets, not Jewish bayonets but the bayonets of
things get too hot for them elsewhere.
the American Army, which has been maintained as an
Israel's first president, Chaim Weizmann, wrote in his
occupying force in West Germany for nearly six decades,
memoirs: Whenever the quantity of Jews in any country
solely to provide military power behind the puppet German
reaches the saturation point, that country reacts against them.
Government which has as its primary function the furnishing of
[This] reaction cannot be looked upon as anti- Semitism in the
money for the parasitic state of Israel. -Rense
ordinary or vulgar sense of that word; it is a universal social
Dominant Social Theme: Israel runs the world, creates
and economic concomitant of Jewish immigration, and we
directed history and the truth ought to be explained right now.
cannot shake it off.
Free-Market Analysis: Dr. Lasha Darkmoon is the author of
Again, we simply don't agree with this analysis. It wasn't
this article [ http://rense.com/Vanquished2.html ], and she
"Jews" who took over these regions; it was SOME "Jews" (and
seems to us to be a committed and passionate women as well
some others) ... or more precisely "Money Power." Here is the
as talented poetess. She is by no means alone in her visceral
bottom line: There are a group of central banking families,
hatred for Israel and for "world Jewry" in general.
putatively Jewish (or Khazar), as well as their associates and
Yet this is a growing problem in our view – a problem because
enablers (including apparently Black Jesuits and non-Jewish
it may be playing into the hands of those who have seemingly
European nobility) who seek one-world government as soon as
organized modern anti-Semitism and who are encouraging it
possible.
for their own purposes. The language and the analysis proThey apparently intend to attain their goal by introducing a
offered by this article is along lines that we have been
maximum amount of chaos into this world, including war and
discussing these past months.
economic calamity. They've done it before, and Israel, Zionism
From our point of view, Dr. Darkmoon is enunciating and
and anti-Semitism are tools they employ. Those who adopt
elaborating on a kind of dominant social theme – one likely
these memes are actually assisting in the very thing they wish
encouraged by the great central banking families that are
to fight.
attempting to run the world. These families are Zionist (in the
These FAMILIES may have created Israel not for the sake of
sense that they created modern Israel) and have helped stoke
world Jewry but possibly to provide a venue for further
global anti-Semitism in order to hide behind it.
inflammation of Middle East wounds – and also for purposes of
But these families, Zionist though they may be within the
organizing yet another secret service that would work for them
classical definition of Zionism (those who want a Jewish
as does the CIA and MI6. There are various advantages to
homeland), are actually USING Zionism. Zionism in their
owning and running a country if one can afford it.
hands – the yearning of Jews (some Jews) to return an ancient
It is not, perhaps, Israel that is responsible for sins Dr.
Israel – has seemingly been reconstructed as a promotion.
Darkmoon enumerates – not Jews, generally, and not even
The idea is perhaps to encourage a backlash against Zionism
Zionists in our view. It is a kind of Mafia, a cartel with
in order to create a state of tension in the Middle East (and
unlimited amounts of money and a determination to use Jews
virtually everywhere else) that can lead to a regional and even
for certain purposes as they use other entities to create fearglobal war. The families and their fellow travelers have
based memes. The Jews within this context and paradigm are
evidently and obviously used their vast resources to take
manipulated again by leaders who have done so before. There
charge of other countries and to control them – specifically
is historical precedent.
America, Britain and Israel, and to a lesser extent most of
continental Europe, the developing world and even Asia and
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Zionism and anti-Semitism have an ancient history in the
Western world but in our view the Anglosphere power elite has
repurposed them. Ironically, by adopting their creations and
vocabulary, those who oppose the schemes of the elite
actually may be supporting their advancements.
Conclusion: We know this is not a popular view among
portions of the 'Net intelligentsia, but we are grateful to the

Internet for the ability to present it and elaborate upon it. Dr.
Darkmoon as we wrote previously, is angered for reasons that
many would consider most legitimate. And yet we would argue
it is rarely if ever good to blame an entire people for the
actions of a few powerful ones. In fact, it may tend to degrade
the entire argument and make serious issues involved less
credible.

____________________________

Germany’s Gold in New York vault,
so writes Volker Mester the Hamburger Abendblatt
***
From: Hartwig Benzler hartwig.benzler@gmx.de Sent: Wednesday, 9 November 2011 6:46 PM

Subject: Hamburger Abendblatt: Deutschlands Gold liegt im Tresor in New York
US-Notenbank
Deutschlands Gold liegt im Tresor in New York
09.11.2011, 06:36 Uhr
Volker Mester
Mehr als 140 Milliarden Euro sind die Edelmetall-Reserven der
Bundesbank wert - und wecken daher Begehrlichkeiten bei den
Politikern.
Hamburg. Die Szenerie würde einem James-Bond-Film alle
Ehre machen: ein Tresorraum 25 Meter unter der Erde,
verschlossen durch einen 90 Tonnen schweren Stahlzylinder
und bewacht von bewaffneten Sicherheitsbeamten, jeder von
ihnen
ausgebildeter
Scharfschütze.
Jenseits
des
monumentalen Tores ruhen in Käfigen, deckenhoch gestapelt,
mehr als 560 000 Goldbarren. Jeder von ihnen ist 12,5
Kilogramm schwer und nach heutigem Marktwert 525 000
Euro teuer.
Hinter den blaugrauen Metallgittern lagert der größte Teil der
deutschen Goldreserven. Aber der Tresor befindet sich nicht in
Deutschland, wie eine Inschrift in englischer Sprache über
dem Eingang deutlich macht: "Gold is irresistible" (Gold ist
unwiderstehlich) steht dort. Das Zitat stammt von Goethe,
doch der Hochsicherheitskeller liegt tief unter den Straßen von
New York. Hier, in einem Gebäude der US-Notenbank Fed mit
der Adresse 33 Liberty Street nahe der Südspitze Manhattans,
werden Bestände von mehr als 30 Regierungen und
Institutionen
wie
dem
Internationalen
Währungsfonds
verwahrt - kostenlos, nur für einen eventuellen Transport
berechnen die Amerikaner eine Gebühr.
Ebenfalls kostenlos kann man das Innere der gigantischen
Schatztruhe, nach Angaben der New York Fed ist es die größte
Goldlagerstätte der Welt, besichtigen. In jedem Jahr tun das
mehr als 25 000 Menschen. Allerdings erfahren sie nicht,
welches die "deutschen" Barren sind.
Tatsächlich
macht
selbst
die
Bundesbank
aus
Sicherheitsgründen, wie es heißt - ein Geheimnis aus der
Verteilung der Mengen auf die verschiedenen Lagerorte der
Goldreserven, die aktuell gut 3400 Tonnen umfassen
(siehe Grafik). "Wir halten einen Teil der Bestände in eigenen
Tresoren im Inland", sagte
Bundesbank-Sprecherin
Susanne Kreutzer dem Abendblatt, weitere Teile
befänden sich an den "wichtigen Goldhandelsplätzen"
New York, London und Paris unter der Obhut der
dortigen Zentralbanken. 1992 verrieten SpitzenBundesbanker dem britischen Finanzpublizisten David
Marsh, in Frankfurt bewahre man weniger als 80
Tonnen Gold auf. Aus dem Jahr 2004 stammen die jüngsten
offiziellen Aussagen dazu: Der damalige Vorstand HansHelmut Kotz erzählte dem Magazin "Stern", überwiegend
würden die Reserven außerhalb der deutschen Grenzen
gehalten. Etwas mehr Gold als in der Frankfurter Zentrale
liege inzwischen in der Hauptfiliale Mainz, hieß es außerdem.

Daß die deutschen Bestände des Edelmetalls auch im Ausland
lagern, habe "historische Gründe", so Kreutzer: In den 1950er und 1960-er Jahren konnte sich die Bundesrepublik dank
stetig steigender Exportüberschüsse immer größere Anteile
der Goldreserven anderer Nationen überschreiben lassen.
Diese Barren lagen eben in New York, London und Paris. Es sei
schlicht "kostengünstiger" gewesen, sie dort zu lassen, als
zusätzliche Tresoranlagen in Deutschland zu bauen, so
Kreutzer. Ein weiterer Grund ist längst hinfällig geworden: Im
Kalten Krieg ging man davon aus, daß Frankfurt wegen seiner
Nähe zur sogenannten Fulda-Lücke innerhalb von nur zwei
Tagen durch die Armeen des Warschauer Pakts zu erreichen
gewesen wäre.
Echte Begehrlichkeiten weckte der Goldschatz allerdings
immer wieder bei Politikern - und das nicht erst, nachdem die
angesichts der Finanzkrise steil gestiegenen Kurse den
Gesamtwert auf derzeit gut 140 Milliarden Euro hochtrieben.
Im Jahr 1975, kurz nach der Ölkrise, sollten Goldverkäufe die
Anschaffung von Ölvorräten ermöglichen, im Jahr 2003 wollte
man einen Kapitalstock für die Pflegeversicherung damit
aufbauen, und 2009 ging es um die Finanzierung von
Konjunkturpaketen. Doch immer blieb es bei Gedankenspielen.
"Ich hätte das Gold auch nicht herausgeholt", sagte Thomas
Straubhaar,
Direktor
des
Hamburgischen
WeltWirtschaftsInstituts (HWWI), dem Abendblatt. Verkäufe
hätten zwar eine kurzfristige Entlastung gebracht. "Aber die
Goldreserven geben Investoren ein starkes Sicherheitsgefühl,
sie sind so etwas wie der kleine Bruder des vor Jahrzehnten
aufgegebenen Goldstandards."
Am vergangenen Wochenende waren auf dem Gipfeltreffen der
Staats- und Regierungschefs der 20 wichtigsten Industrie- und
Schwellenländer Überlegungen aufgekommen, die Reserven
nationaler Notenbanken als Sicherheit für Kredite der
Europäischen Zentralbank (EZB) an hoch verschuldete EuroLänder einzusetzen. Straubhaar kann die Sorge der
Bundesbank gut nachvollziehen: "Würde man diesen Weg
gehen, könnte die EZB noch mehr Geld in Umlauf bringen, was
inflationäre Effekte haben könnte."
Wie stets zuvor lehnte die Bundesregierung einen Zugriff auf
die Goldreserven ab. In Online-Foren kursieren allerdings mit
Verweis auf die ausländischen Lagerorte Gerüchte, wonach es
dazu auch gar keine Möglichkeit gebe, weil das Gold entweder
schon längst nicht mehr da sei oder die Bundesrepublik
zumindest nicht die Verfügungsgewalt darüber habe.
Derartige Theorien hat die Bundesregierung stets dementiert.
So erklärte sie Ende 2010 auf eine Frage des CSUAbgeordneten
Peter
Gauweiler:
"Über
die
bei
den
ausländischen Notenbanken verwahrten Goldbestände kann
von der Deutschen Bundesbank zu jeder Zeit verfügt werden."
Zweifelsfrei als einer von rund 272 000 Bundesbank-Barren
identifizieren läßt sich jedoch nur ein einziger öffentlich
zugänglicher 12,5-Kilo-Block: Er liegt als Ausstellungsstück im
Frankfurter Geldmuseum.
http://www.abendblatt.de/wirtschaft/article2087049/
Deutschlands-Gold-liegt-im-Tresor-in-New-York.html

_________________________________
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Up for grabs: One of Hitler's favourite paintings, The Berghof by Erich Mercker, which hung in his personal retreat
during the Second World War is set to make £6,000 to £8,000 at auction.

***
Hitler's speech declaring war on the US 1941
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JfWe8qVabsE

____________________________________________________
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Cause for Concern

Georgios Karatzaferis - key role in new government?
Photo: EPA
'Holocaust denier' set for key role in Greek government?
Georgios Karatzaferis, right-wing leader who previously

compared IDF to Hitler may have major role in new
government. By Assaf Uni
Jewish organizations in Germany have expressed their shock
over plans in Greece to involve the extreme right wing party
LAOS, led by Georgios Karatzaferis, in Greece's provisional
government.
Greek media reported Thursday that Karatzaferis played a
central role in the steps that led to the establishment of a
government that would try to navigate Greece out of its debt
crisis by implementing a European financial plan. The reports
also said he was set to be part of the new government.
Reports claim that in the last few years, Karatzaferis made a
long line of anti-Semitic and anti-Israeli statements. After the
9/11 attacks in New York, the politician posed the question
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"why were all the Jews warned not to come to work that day?"
before the Greek parliament.
On a televised debate with Israel's ambassador to Greece he
said: "Lets talk about all these tales of Auschwitz and
Dachau"; in 2002 during a parliament session he asked the
then Greek prime minister: "Is it true that your daughter
secretly married a Jew?"; and during Operation Cast Lead in
2008, Karatzaferis said that the IDF was acting "with savage
brutality only seen in Hitler's time towards helpless people."

Karatzaferis - asked about 'Auschwitz tales' (Photo:
EPA)
Greek media reported that LAOS, the Popular Orthodox Rally
party - an extreme right party established by Karatzaferis in
2000 with 7% of the vote in the last elections - will most likely
be a partner in the national unity government. They will join
the government together with the left-wing PASOK party

which has been in power until only recently, and the rightwing New Democracy party. It was claimed that Karatzaferis
may even take up a role as a minister.

Karatzaferis in Greek government negotiations (Photo:
Reuters)
In the last few days, the Central Committee of German Jews
published a letter in which they demanded that European
countries put pressure on the central parties in Greece to
refuse to cooperate with the party.
"A professed anti-Semitic politician cannot serve in a
government with which the German government will need to
negotiate billions in aid," Committee Chairman Dieter
Graumann told Germany's Bild.
http://www.ynetnews.com/articles/0,7340,L-4146898,00.html

__________________________________
1991 München Leuchter Report available on YouTube
5 Filme, als PlayList – Abspielliste: Kongreß in München
im Jahr 1991 über den Leuchter-Report. Reden wurden
gehalten von:
Ahmed Rami – Schweden / Marokko
Henri Roques – Frankreich
David Irving – England
Dr Wilhelm Stäglich – Deutschland
Povel Riis-Knudsen – Dänemark
Ditlieb Felderer – Schweden
Raimund Bachmann – Österreich
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PsHtGtZGB3s&feat
ure=list_related&playnext=1&list=SPCB59C1563B2348
DA
***
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ai8SVBmd9BY
Am 23. März 1991 sollte in München der sog. "LeuchterKongreß" stattfinden, eine internationale Konferenz von
Wissenschaftlern,
Historikern
und
historisch-politisch
Aktivisten. Es sollte u.a. die Frage besprochen werden, ob es
im Zweiten Weltkrieg von Seiten der deutschen NS-Regierung
in den deutschen Konzentrationslagern, als bekanntestes
Beispiel das in Auschwitz-Birkenau, Gaskammern zur
Massentötung habe geben können und ob, im allgemeinen
Sinne gesprochen, das Dritte Reich eine Politik der
Massenvernichtung der Juden in Europa betrieben habe.
Dieser Kongreß war nach dem US-amerikanischen Ingenieur
und Gaskammer-Experten Fred Leuchter benannt. Er hatte im
Rahmen des sog. Zweiten Großen Holocaust-Prozesses gegen
Ernst Zündel in Toronto/Kanada 1998 als Gutachter der
Verteidigung ausgesagt. Dazu hatte Leuchter ein Gutachten
verfaßt - der sog. "Leuchter-Report" oder "Leuchter-Bericht".
Darin schrieb Leuchter, daß aufgrund seiner persönlichen
Inaugenscheinnahme
der
bekanntesten
deutschen
Konzentrationslager und der Auswertung von Gesteinsproben

aus den Räumen, die nach dem Zweiten Weltkrieg als
"Gaskammern" ausgewiesen worden waren, er der festen
Überzeugung sei, daß diese Räume aus technischen und
naturwissenschaftlichen Gründen nicht als Gaskammern hätten
betrieben werden können.
Da der "Leuchter-Kongreß" kurz vor Beginn der Veranstaltung
von der Stadt München verboten worden war, wurde
kurzerhand vor dem Gebäude, in dem die Konferenz hätte
stattfinden sollen, eine Protestkundgebung abgehalten. Auf
dieser Kundgebung hielten die namhaftesten Persönlichkeiten
aus dem Bereich des historischen Revisionismus, u.a. Prof.
Robert Faurisson, David Irving und Jürgen Rieger, kurze bis
längere Ansprachen.
In einer seiner seltenen öffentlichen Auftritte kam auch der
deutsche Richter Dr. Wilhelm Stäglich zu Wort, der durch sein
Werk "Der Auschwitz-Mythos" aus dem Jahre 1979 weltweit
Berühmtheit erlangt hatte.
Dr. Wilhelm Stäglich, geboren am 11. November 1916,
starb am 5. April 2006.
Hier der Ausschnitt aus dem Film "Die Leuchter-Kongreß" vom
23. März 1991 in München mit dem Auftritt von Dr. Wilhelm
Stäglich.
Quelle:http://www.youtube.com/user/RadioIslamTV
und http://www.radioislam.org von Ahmed Rami
Schweden/Marokko.
9 videos, as PlayList, about the visit of Prof. Robert
Faurisson in Sweden, March 1992. Prof. Robert
Faurisson was invited by Ahmed Rami – founder of
Radio Islam.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KrkC13nMzSc&feat
ure=list_related&playnext=1&list=SP01B9AA9A3E55D0
01

_____________________
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German radio host: ‘Holocaust invented as PR’
By BENJAMIN WEINTHAL JERUSALEM POST CORRESPONDENT, 13/11/2011
“The accusations against the moderator that he spreads antiSemitic ideas and denies the Holocaust are unfounded,” wrote
the RBB management on Fritz’s website.
In a phone conversation with the Post on Saturday, Dr.
Shimon Samuels, the Simon Wiesenthal center’s director for
international relations, said Jebsen’s statements are
“unadulterated anti-Semitism. The program has to be
defunded.” Speaking from Paris, Samuels said Jebsen and the
radio’s management has “to understand their legal
responsibility,” adding that Jebsen is “not competent to run a
youth program.” He called on the authorities to “take legal
steps against” the Holocaust revisionism of Jebsen.
Ken Jebsen Photo by Radio Fritz
Germany has a hate-crimes law barring incitement against
BERLIN – A popular German radio host is slated to return to
Jews and Holocaust denial. It is unclear at this stage if a
his program on Sunday, after being temporarily pulled from
criminal complaint has been filed against Jebsen or RBB.
his post for writing an email denying the Holocaust and
Samuels, a specialist on contemporary anti-Semitism from the
spreading conspiracy theories against the US to a listener
International Human Rights Group, said the radio station’s
earlier this month.
credibility as well as Germany’s reputation are at stake
Ken Jebsen, who is a host at the publicly funded “Jugendwelle”
because of Jebsen, whose comments “amount to incitement,
music program aired by Radio Fritz, wrote, “I know who
hate and racism.”
invented the Holocaust as PR.” In his crude e-mail, Jebsen said
The Fritz radio station studio is located in Potsdam, a city just
Hitler’s propaganda minister Joseph Goebbels implemented
outside of Berlin, in the state of Brandenburg.
the public relations plan of the Holocaust and the Americans
Lala Süsskind, the president of the Berlin Jewish community,
provided fuel for the entire Nazi bombing campaign, citing
issued a statement to the Post on Saturday, welcoming RBB’s
Standard Oil and John D. Rockefeller, the American
announcement that Jebsen would no longer issue political
businessman. The rambling e-mail is filled with grammatical
statements. Süsskind, who heads Germany’s largest regional
and spelling errors.
Jewish community with a membership of over 10,000, said it
In a separate comment, which was voiced before the published
is “strange” that a music moderator is spreading political
e-mail, Jebsen termed the destruction of the twin towers on
commentary.
9/11 a “warm demolition.”
In a sign that Berlin’s Jewish community is upset with RBB’s
The listener sent Jebsen’s email to journalist Henryk M. Broder
decision to retain Jebsen as an employee, Süsskind said in
who published Jebsen’s convoluted diatribes against Jews and
other countries highprofile people would have lost their jobs.
the United States on his website. Broder, who writes for the
She cited the case of John Galliano, the former top fashion
daily Die Welt paper and has testified as an expert on modern
designer for Christian Dior, who was fired after an anti-Semitic
expressions of Jew-hatred in a Bundestag hearing, told Bild
rant earlier this year. Galliano praised Hitler at a Paris cafe.
newspaper on Friday, “This is clear anti-Semitism.”
In a phone interview with the Post on Saturday, Volker
After the scandal surfaced in early November, Jebsen was
Schreck, a spokesman for RBB, said the station “regrets the
removed from the program but will now return to his large
formulation” of Jebsen, but does not believe he is anti-Semitic.
youth audience.
Schreck said the station would not continue his program if his
Jerusalem Post attempts to reach the 45-year-old Jebsen were
remarks were grounded in anti-Semitism.
not successful. Jebsen denied that his email was anti-Semitic,
When asked if RBB chose to prioritize its listener numbers over
and he wrote on Fritz’s website that “my biography and my
combating hatred of Jews, Schreck said “it would be cynical to
background obligate me to advocate for international
speak of quotas” of listeners as the reason to retain Jebsen.
understanding, peace and democracy.”
Selin Güngör, an employee at Fritz, said on Saturday that
Rundfunk Berlin-Brandenburg (RBB), Fritz radio’s parent
Jebsen will host his regularly scheduled 2 p.m. program on
company, defended Jebsen’s continued employment.
Sunday.

_____________________________
Hitler's Treaty Signing Desk Set To Be Auctioned - Washington Whispers - usnews.com
http://www.usnews.com/news/blogs/washington-whispers/2011/11/15/hitlers-treaty-signing-desk-set-to-beauctioned-

*******
NEW PRISON UNIT TRANSFER FOR PEDRO VARELA
http://www.libertadpedrovarela.org/article-new-prison-unit-transfer-for-pedro-87807718.html
Again, Pedro Varela has been transferred from his unit. This time he was locked up among inmates with a tough
looking aspect, to say the least, where, of course, Pedro doesn't belong. Upon entering, the rigorous question was
whether he used drugs. Bad start. So far he's been transferred wearing the same clothes, and without notice or
justification. The reason? He hasn't been informed yet. The repression against him is huge, so, now more than ever,
we're with Pedro. http://www.libertadpedrovarela.org/categorie-11765317.html
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